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Here th巴authorboth in a pre司Hilbertspace and in an algebraic dual discusses four types of 
cle五日itelinear clependence of finite members. Besicles， he deals with the Taussky's in巴quality
in positive semi-definite case. 
In:troduction. In the preceeding paper 13) ~ 1 (with respect to real inner 
product space R and to such) by means of the properties料 (P)，(P.O) and (P. N) 
we have discussed the linear dependence with positive coe伍cients(generalizations 
of Suemke'2)回Ca代Jer3)-Dines4)，5) theorems， algebraically， with no use of separation 
theorem). And used it on a totally ordered linear space. 
In the present paper， in ~ 1， we apply the above to pre圃Hilbertspace and 
to algebraic dual， and thereby in each case we characterize four types of definite 
linear dependence. Next in ~ 2， in connection with ~ 1， we deal with the in-
equalities of Hadamard制Fischer1)司Taussky***type. 
~ 1. Characterization of defi.nite linear Dependences 
Let Q be a quaternionic inner product space**** (pJゃHilbertゆαce)where 
vectors are to be multiplied by scalars on the left， and the inner product of 
vectors x and y will be written by (x， y). Besides， let S be a quaternionic linear 
ネ岩田一男
神 Theauthor， ibid. gave as follows. 
Definition. With resρect to a givcnザstem{ι} of 11 members of R，ωe define: 
( P ): T.いはおt，0>0 (v=1，丸刈)叫(山ゃん)>OHZJ)
(P.O): ηre陀 ωst凡>0(~=1 ， 2 ， "'，が叫(向，pP叫ん)sO(;=1，2， ス)
alld 1I0t all zero 
IP.N): NOIl-(P.O). 
And he clid also the others with respect to lincar fllllctionals. For the details， see 1:3) S 1 
ヰ*キ O.Taussky says in his 12)， p.312 as follows: For tlze d，ιomtositioll of a tosiuve defillite 
He引r叫引711円川I山l口z山tμJ
detH 毛廷三de引t"1 holんどd.ム川
ネヰキ* Briefly speaking， the qιlOternlOntビ illner troduct sρ出。 Q is de五nedin parallel with the 
comple.r in河erproduct stace C with exceptions that scalars and inner troduct are quater-
nions and quaternionic-valued respectively. Here 
(日x，y)=白(x，y)， (x，sy)ニ (x，y)s， 
where s=a-ib-jc-kd for quaternion jl=a十ib+jcートkd. In the following we mean 
also iJtp=a， fJp=α+ib 
(21ラ)
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space. And let S (algebraic dlωl*) be the set of al the quaternionic咽valued
linear functionals defined on S. 
Let a system of n vectors al， a2，. .，a"EQ (1 ~n) be given (such a system in 
an inner product space will be denoted by Aηthroughout)， and let a system of 
vectors j;， fz，…，凡εS(l~n) be given. 
Now let us apply the results of 13) ~ 1 to both Q and S. To do this， for 
the former we proceed by the use of associated real inner product space QR， 
and for the latter by the uses of real linear functionals沢'if.(ν=1，2，…n)and 
associated real linear space S R. 
In view of this， we shall get** at once the present Theorems and Corol-
laries corresponding to those of 13) ~ 1 respectively. Then at五rst，these are 
including the characterization of definite linear dφendence with positive coそfi-
cients. In fact， for example， Theorem l' is applicable in part in the proof of Riesz 
representation theorem. Next here， corresponding to the Corollary 3 (resp. 3'***) 
of 13) ~ 1， remarkably there are existing three kinds by the present Theorem 2 
(resp. 2'): 
Corollary 3. Let a systern An in Q be given. It is indφ**** in QR (resp. 
Qc， Q) iff every system {o，a，:戸 1，2，…，n}(何学・ {ei切 ν}，{α，a，}) hαs (P)， where 
each 0， (ν=1，2，.，n) (何学・タν，αν)stands for 1 or -1 (何学.arbitrarツreal，non-
zero but arbitrary qωternion) individuall)ι 
Corollary 3' will be omitted (for this， also achievable via 8) part 1). 
By the way， for their determinant uses， for a given system A川 letus put 
as follows: 
Gn = det(区切， aj)) ， G! = det (況(ai，aj)) 
As regards the Gram's theorem (st，φ切 'Ise)，modi五cations:
1 I ~(al' al) … ~(al' an-l) 広 (αl> ~ρνA叫αJ
G伺=一二一I: 1 
" Ann I立(αn，al) .. ~(ι ， anーバ(ι，争ρん仏)1
τ:vhere each A山 (ν=1，2，…，n)is the cofactor of ~(α" an) in Gn;凡=1 and 
ρν(suitably)>O (ν=1，2，…，n-1)， 
G! = the analogue ofめeabove; 
and Corollary 3 enable us to get the proofs at once. That is to say， Corollary 
3just means a sort of characterization of definite linear d，φendence with real 
* Sョsf(fES) is defined by (sf)(x)=(f(x))s for xE s. 
料 Cf， f(x)= 'iJ!f(x)-i'iJ!f(ix)ー j'iJ!f(jx)ー 加点kx) for fES， xES 
** Corollaries 2'， 3'in 13) ~ 1 may be naturally considered， 
水**キ In the following， for brevity， we use“indep in Qd' and “dejうinCR"， etc. in short for 
“linearly indφendent over the complex field in Q" and “linearly d，φendent over the吋 al
field i・nCヘetc.respectively 
(216) 
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(resp. complex， qua的 7lionic)co究所cientsin Q. 
And so is Corollary 3' in S. 
From these points of view， further we shall treat the Gramians themselves 
in ~2. 
~ 2. Inequalities of Gram-Hadamard-Fischerj)-Taussky凶 Type
Let C be a complex inner product space. 
Theorem. Let a systetη An in C， ωhere aレヲとo(ν=1，2，・，n)αnd l<;n， be 
glven. Then we have 
。ミ二 Gη <;G~'"三 Il al I1 2 I1 a2W" .1ι12 ， 
where the 1st equaliり holdsiff An is dφ in C; 
the 2nd equaliかんoldsiff either Aπis delうinCR， 
or An is indep in C and 0<(αi， aj)=O for l<;i，jや 1; 
the final equality holds iff況(α仰向)=0 for 伴 J.
Proof 
(2. 1). Pr・0ザザ Gぷ G;:. (For the sake of (2.2).) 
Let An be indφin C. For n=2， itis clear. Suppose it is true for n-1. 
As it is usually given: 
(aj， aj)"・(aj，aηj)αl 
bnIi; 
(a"， aj)…(ι， an-1) αn 
I iR(αj， aj)…沢(α1>an_j) aj 
b~= I 
iR(an， aj)…筑(an，an-l) an 
and letting A加 andAんbethe cofactors of ai (i= 1，え・ー ，n)respectively， we have 
(bn， bn) = AnnG犯 =Gn_jGわ
(bn， bn) = AふG，乙=Gごρ"
and 
(b;" b~) 口沢(b~ ， b~) 
一_ I iR(al1 aj)…iR(aj，ι-j) (al> an) 
=Aμ-矧: I=GどjG';. 
iR(an，αj)…iR(αn' an-l) (an， an) 
Hence the induction hypothesis Gηj<;G三jleads to 
IlbnI12<;(九，b~)<; 11九 Il lI b~ lI.
Hence 
(bn， b~)<; 1I九 IIllb~ 1I<; 1ιW. 
And so 
G冗舌三G2.
(2. 2). Proof of the 2ηd equalit~ツ condition.
Let Aηbe indφin C. F or n = 2， itis true. Suppose it is true for n-1. 
(217) 
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Now， from (2.1) we obtain that Gn =G;: holds if and only if not only G" 1 = G;'-l 




hold. Then， upon subtracting the left-hand side of the latter formulas， we get the 
simulta問 ouslinear equations in unknowns (an， aj)ー 沢(an，aj) (j= 1，2，…，n-1); 
where the determinant of the coe伍cientsexactly coincides with the adjugate 
matrix of Aら Henceby Aふ>0，our equality holds if and only if 
(ι， aj)-ffi(αn， aj)=O (jニェ1，え…，n-1)
together with 
0'(a，;， aj) = 0 (1 ~i， jζn-1)， 
and this completes (2. 2)ー
(3). The五nalinequality is the Fischer'sll case. 
Now， combining the present Theorem with the generalized* Fischer's case， 
let us make use of them in two directions. 
That is， on the one hand: 
Corollary 1. Let a system A丸山 Cωhereaν=i0(ν=1，2，…，n)， 2~n be 
givenラ Then
。宅三 Gn 主三 G;:~G~'(α1> α2，…，ar)G;;-r(ar，l' ".，a"n)ミIlalI121Ia212"lanI12，
where the 3rd equalit~ッ holds if either and only if either Ar 01' 
A礼 ris de.令切 Cn，or A九 lSZ:η:dep in CR a:η正1
沢(ai，aj)ニ O (i=1，2，…，r; j=r+1，…，n); 
the final eqωliか holdsiff 
沢(α包 αj)ニコofor 1ζi，jζl' & l'十1ミi，j'ζn，ωhere i=ij. 
Her・e，An-r isthe conψlemen臼rysubsystem of Ar in An. (And so forth.) 
And on the other hand: 
Corollary 2. Let a system An in C， where aνキo(ν=1，2γ・ら叫， 2ζn be 
given. Then 
。 ζ Gn~Gr(al' az，・"，aγ)Gη r(ar+1γ"，αJ
ミG-;(al'α2，…， αr)G~' r( anl' … ， an) ζIlal Il 2 1Ia2 1l 2 •• '1an12 ， 
ωhere the 2nd equality holdsザeitherωldonly if euher Ar 01' An r isdiφ iti 
C， 01' An is indeρin C and 
(αi， aj)= 0 (i= 1，2，…，r; j=r+1，…，n); 
キ Referto 11)， No. 1， p.472， from where we get easily. 
(218) 
fil 
the 3rd勾ualityholds if eitherωld only if eithe7-Ar or Aπ r isdφ zn 
C R or both Ar and An r are indep in C and 
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，S'(ai， aj) = 0 for 
These proofs are easy by the foregoing statement. 
Remark. Needless to say， in the above， changing slightly the五nalequality 
conditions alone， zero vectors may be used. 
Here， applying these to the n-dimensional unitary spαce， we note. 
Note. We enumerate the results here. But we omit the equαli砂 conditions.
r+l壬三人j<n.& l<i ，j<r 
Let an n x n matrix 1nequalities 1，2 (On I-Iadamard's inequaliり)• (1). 
(α川begiven. We have 
det(j;l (況αル jν十3αJ時ν)}z 1 
t~P，くえ prJdet (aSfJI'}i . L>;q，<L;qn_r~nidet (atq)r! J 。<t
det (αJζ 
《寸4孔LZJ民向向《引訂ZJλJ
'iなwωI幻')he児εT向es 71羽uω'7lS時sfi拘O門孔 1 thげ，ro肌Ul怪凶g副hrち ωzd t does fror，孔 Tキ1through n; and 
ai=(αも1>α山・"，αin)fJtn..;.=S叫ん(1<ん<11)，(}ik=罰αik(l<んζ;η)，
for i=l，丸一・，n.
Next， as a special case: 
(I). 1nequalities 主4(011 Fischer九Taussl?y12) inequality). Let an 1・square
positive semi-d，φ:1ite Hermitia11 matrix (αり)be given. Still we have (since it 
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(l~eceived May. 18， 1971) 
(219) 
ネ 9)，1. c. p. 266-270. And such. 
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